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Abstract
I give an overview of existing statistical software for high energy physics and
present a proposal for the organization of new high level statistics tools for the
LHC in a common framework that will simplify exchange of information and
cross validation of techniques.
1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is expected to start taking data in 2008 and will produced unprece-
dented amounts of data to be processed and analyzed. I present an overview of software for the statistical
analysis of this data that is currently available or being developed, focusing on analysis working envi-
ronments, classication tools to separate signal and background, and in some more detail on software
tting, minimization, error analysis and tools for calculating signicances and limits.
2 Analysis Working Environment
In the 2005 PHYSTAT conference several presentations were given describing and promoting the R
analysis environment[1]. R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics, is
related the commercial S environment, and is popular among statisticians. The R analysis environment
has many features that are appealing to analysis of HEP data: R has many tools for data visualization, can
read many data formats including ROOT    s and sessions can be saved to disk and recovered at a later
time. Extensions of the R environment come in packages and the distributed package management is
integrated in R. This structure allows users to download an install new features from a central repository
on the y in their R session (e.g. 
	  	ﬁﬀ
ﬃﬂ  ! "      
  	$#%   ﬀ&('
) ). One of the
points of concern of R for HEP is that the performance of R does not scale well to very large datasets of
order million events and larger.
While R has a user community in HEP, the eld has a strong tradition of home grown analysis
environments starting with PAW in 1985 developed by R. Brun et al., and the ROOT[2] environment,
developed by the same team in 1995 with a market share close to 100% for the physicists associated with
one the LHC experiments. This market share has made ROOT the de facto standard analysis environment
for High Energy Physics. ROOT components are integrated in the common software infrastructure of all
LHC experiments and the data format of LHC experiments is based on ROOT. For physics analysis sev-
eral LHC experiments are developing software libraries that allow to read centrally reconstructed detector
data (the ’AOD’) directly into the ROOT analysis environment. A key asset in ROOT data management
is its performance in the handling Terabyte-sized data volumes. The ROOT command line interface is
a C++ interpreter, which exposes the object-oriented structure of the underlying C++ code directly to
the end user. The standard ROOT distribution provides several libraries with C++ classes that manage
histogramming and graphics, dene standard mathematical functions, random number generators, linear
algebra tools, numerical algorithms and provide function minimization and error analysis tools.
Both the R and ROOT environment have their own repository function. While ROOT doesn’t
have the modular and automated package structure of R a growing number of external tools packages
such as TMVA[3], RooFit[4] have found their way in the ROOT software repository, as well a grow-
ing number of smaller scale tools such as  (* ﬃﬂ! and  +% 
-, +  - that are contained in a sin-
gle C++ class. A number of classical software repositories are alive as well. Specically for High
Energy Physics tools there are ./
	01,   , which contains among others StatPatternRecognition[5],
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TMVA and LepStats4LHC[6], .   ,        , which provides mostly physics Monte Carlo generators
and    .  0   . For non HEP-specic repositories the web page[7] compiled by Jim Linneman for
PHYSTAT 2005 still an excellent resource.
3 Signal and Background, tools for Multivariate analysis
A large range of techniques is nowadays available to construct classiers to separate signal from back-
ground, despite the fact HEP physicists have traditionally been reluctant in embracing the use of novel
multivariate analysis. The software tool with the longest history in HEP is the multi-layer perceptron











,- class. Since the PHYSTAT 2005 conference two software libraries, targeted
primarily to an HEP audience, and with a much broader scope have been developed: TMVA (Tool for
MultiVariate Analysis) and StatPatternRecognition. The existence of these new tools now make it possi-
ble for the average HEP physicist to get started with a relatively modern technique like boosted decision
trees in less than a day of work. The easy availability of large number of new techniques will be crucial
in the development of their acceptance and use in HEP.
3.1 Tool design and available classifiers
TMVA is an interactive-style tool strongly coupled to the ROOT environment. The kit implements the
following classiers: Optimized rectangular cuts, projective and multi-dimensional likelihood estima-
tors, Fisher and H-matrix discriminants, articial neural networks (three types of multi-layer percep-
trons,), boosted/bagged decision tress with automatic node pruning, a rule tter and a support vector
machine. Plans exists for the addition of generalized non-linear discriminants and committee classiers.
TMVA provides a framework for testing, training, evaluation and application of multi-variate classiers.
Each classier provides a ranking of the input variables. Input variables can be de-correlated or projected
upon their principle components. The training results and full conguration are written to weight les
and applied by a separate Reader class.
The StatPatternRecognition toolkit is a standalone C++ tool. It is designed to be a production
tool rather than an interactive tool and care has been taken to ensure processing scalability to very large
datasets and large number of dimensions while retaining reasonable CPU and memory consumption. At
the moment of writing StatPatternRecognition implements the following classiers: decision split/stump,
decision trees (regular and top-down), bump hunting (PRIM, Friedman and Fisher), linear and quadratic
discriminants, logistic regression, boosting (discrete and real AdaBoost, epsilon-Boost) of any sequence
of classiers, Arc-x4 (a variant of boosting from Breiman), bagging of any sequence of classiers, ran-
dom forests, back propagation neural networks with logistic activation function, multiclass learners (All-
wein, Shapire and Singer), and an interface to SNNS neural net.
3.2 Training, analysis and validation tools
Both tools provide training tools for all classiers that require training and include facilities to detect
over training through comparison with statistically independent control samples and provide information
on the discrimination power of input observables e.g. by ranking them.
TMVA developers has put a lot of emphasis on graphical presentation of results and classier
structures such as network topologies and decision trees and promote easiness of use. One of the toolkits
strong points is the easy (graphical) comparison of the performance of the various discriminants. Several
benchmarks are implemented: signal versus background efciency as function of a cut on the classier
output, the separation, and the discrimination signicance.
StatPatternRecognition pays in addition particular attention to cross validation and bootstrap. For
cross validation data samples are split into N sub samples. Then one subsamples is removed, the dis-
criminant is re-optimized on the N-1 subsamples the predicted error is estimated for the removed sample,
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and the procedure is repeated for all N subsamples. For bootstrap, N events are randomly drawn with
replacement out of the data sample. The discriminant is optimized on the bootstrap sample and seen how
well it predicts the behavior of the original sample.
It should be noted that even though there is a fair amount of overlap in the classiers provided by
TMVA and SPR, the implementations of these are quite different and their performance is sometimes
also different as this often depends on implementation details.
3.3 Distribution and availability
Both packages are available on the Open Source development platform SourceForge ( ﬂ   	,     ,       










 ). TMVA is distributed with the ROOT in addition. Both
packages are described in more detail in contributed proceedings of this conferences.
4 Fitting, Minimization and Error Analysis
From a software point of view a t of a model to data involves three separate steps: rst a model must
be constructed. This is usually a (probability density) function. Next, a test statistic is constructed from
the model and the data. For tting likelihood and χ2 are the most common test statistics. Finally, the test
statistic is minimized with respect to its parameters and an error analysis is performed to determine the
uncertainty on the parameters.
Historically there is no common language or software tool to construct models. In the early days
models were implemented as FORTRAN subroutines, more recently C and C++ functions are used.
While minimally sufcient, any support for common operations on models such as integration, toy Monte
Carlo sampling and visualization are left as a problem to the physicist. Since 1995, the ROOT envi-
ronment provides dedicated C++ classes that represent 1,2,3-dimensional functions that provide basic
common functionality such as numeric integration and toy Monte Carlo sampling, though do not scale
to very complex models. The RooFit toolkit, integrated in the ROOT environment, has recently taken
the concept of data modeling further by providing a modular collection of classes that can be used to
compose models of arbitrary complexity and provide extensive support for p.d.f normalization, tting,
toy Monte Carlo generation and visualization in a computationally optimized way.
High quality software tools for minimization and error analysis on the other hand have been around
for several decades. While several commercial or public packages exist that contain tools to perform
function minimization, notable the NAG software library and more recently the GNU Scientic Library,
the industry standard for function minimization and error analysis in HEP is, and has been, MINUIT[8]
for nearly 40 years. It is highly regarded for its robustness and ability to deal with difcult problems. Its
multi decade track record started in the Fortran-based CERNLIB, which was later interface to the PAW
analysis environment and is now available in ROOT as well. The default version in ROOT is a straight
Fortran-to-C++ port of the original application by the ROOT team. A rewrite in C++ by the authors
of Minuit, known as Minuit2, is available as well since a couple of years and has a cleaner interface.
MINUIT contains aside from the MIGRAD minimization code, two algorithms to do error analysis:
HESSE, based on the analysis of second derivatives and MINOS, a hill climbing algorithm that can also
quantify asymmetric errors.
A number of alternative tter/minimizers have been added to ROOT in recent years that deal with
specic problems. These are  (+ ﬂ - , an implementation of the Fumili algorithm[9] that achieves faster
convergence for certain types of problems,  (*    +  - , which implements an analytical solution
for problems linear in their parameters and  + 
,- +   and   ,$ﬂ!-'      
/ +  - for
tting of Monte Carlo templates and efciencies from ratio respectively.
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5 Constructing models to describe the data
I focus in some more detail on the topic of ROOT and RooFit data modeling language as this will be an
important aspect for the design of future statistical analysis tools and because it is not covered in much
detail in other contributions of this conference. This section assumes a basic knowledge of the C++
programming language.
5.1 ROOT function classes
Basic ROOT function classes have an elegant design for uses cases of lower complexity. For example a




Functions that cannot be easily expressed in a single line of code can be created as generic C++ functions
bound to  +   objects.
The advantage of a common interface for all types of function implementations is easy access












ROOT function classes provide a basic concept of modularity as all functions are named and registered
in a central repository, and can reference each other by name. Issues that are not addressed by ROOT
classes are: support for normalized probability density functions, calculation of an unbinned likelihood,
automatic computational optimization of function expressions and advanced introspection and modica-
tion tools for complex composite objects. The ROOT authors are currently working on redesigning their
function structure and tting interface to address a number of these issues.
5.2 The RooFit toolkit for data modeling
The RooFit toolkit for data modeling was developed in the BaBar collaboration in 1999 to address all of
these issues, as a spin-off from the ag-ship measurement of the CP violation parameter sin 2β. This
measurement required a t to a ve dimensional dataset with over 30 oating parameters. The initial
implementation of the model was written in FORTRAN, but this solution turned out not to scale well to
other analyses and presented problems with maintenance over time. While initially developed for BaBar,
the toolkit is available in the general ROOT distribution since 2005.
5.2.1 Basic concepts
The key concept of RooFit is to take modularity in terms of C++ objects one step further than was done
for the ROOT function classes by making each mathematical component of a model a separate software
object, i.e. not only functions are represented by objects but also the variables that appear in them are
represented by separate objects. Consequently, RooFit code to write a simple function like a Gaussian is









Name Math concept RooFit class
variable x, p ﬀ,,-ﬀ    
function f(~x) ﬀ,,
	ﬀ  
p.d.f. F (~x, ~p) ﬀ,, 	    












list of space points ~xk ﬀ,, 	-
Table 1: Mapping between mathematical concepts and RooFit classes
The upside of this approach is that a number of conguration and documentation issues is interfaced in a
very transparent way. Each variable has a intrinsic name, an optional more descriptive title, and associ-
ated information concerning the allowed range of each variable that is stored with the object representing
the variable. The value of all objects can be retrieved with the universal      ) method and objects
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5.2.2 Parameters, observables and normalization
The evaluation of the probability density function  takes an argument that species which of the vari-
ables of  should be interpreted as observables because RooFit p.d.f. objects have no intrinsic notion
of observables and parameters. This may seem confusing at rst, but has several important advantages.
First, it allows a natural use of p.d.f.s in both Bayesian and Frequentist contexts. For example a call to
  

  ﬁ	() ruturns a normalized probability density function in the observable 	 . Second, it allows for
a clean extension and composition concept reusing existing p.d.f classes. One can for example substitute
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In this case the argument ﬂ of the Gaussian is neither observable nor parameter and is unproblematic
because class ﬀ,,  		- , like any other RooFit function object, makes no assumption other than that
its argument is a real-valued entity. This example effectively makes a p.d.f. that could be used as a
two-dimensional probability function in  and / . Substitutions of this type are generically possible for
any variable argument of any function or p.d.f.
5.2.3 Function class library, writing new functions
RooFit is shipped with library of about 20 p.d.f. classes that include basic shapes (Gaussian, polynomial
etc), non-parametric shapes (histogram-based, kernel estimation [10]) and physics inspired shapes (Breit-
Wigner, CrystalBall, several B physics decay models) that can all be adapted to a specic use case as
described above. If a particular shape is missing a new class is easy to write. Code for a new p.d.f class
can be generated semi-automatically with a class factory: e.g.
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generates a fully functional p.d.f class ﬀ,,    (    with three variables a, b, x and above denition
that is ready to use in ROOT. A normalization term to make the above function expression a proper
normalized probability density function is automatically inserted by RooFit, with the exact expression
depending on which variable is considered observable in the use context. If users know how to analyti-
cally integrate or normalize their expression, this knowledge can be integrated into the p.d.f and will be
used, otherwise numeric integration is used, for which a variety of techniques is available.
5.2.4 Composing complex models
Composition operations like addition, multiplication and convolution are expressed through dedicated
operator p.d.f classes that allows the core code to recognize such operations and apply computational
optimizations accordingly. Additions require a number of fraction parameters to be specied with the
components to be added:
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Multiplication of p.d.f.s can be done for terms without correlations or with correlations.
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Correlations expressed through conditional p.d.f.s, such as f(x|y) ·g(y), are computationally most
efcient, but other forms are also accepted. Similar classes exist for generic convolution of p.d.f.s either
through brute-force calculation ( ﬀ,,  ﬂ,-      ) or by using the convolution theorem ( ﬀ,, ++%  ,      ).





constructes a one-dimensional p.d.f fx(x) through integration of the two-dimensional p.d.f fxy(x, y).
5.2.5 Fitting, likelihood calculations and toy MC event generation
Once a p.d.f. object has been created, it has universal functionality for tting, toy Monte Carlo generation
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While the  
   , ﬃ) method takes care of both creating the (unbinned) likelihood object and its
subsequent minimization and error analysis, these steps can also be separated for a greater degree of user
control. The likelihood itself is a regular RooFit function that can be manipulated in any way any RooFit
function can be. The minimization can be controlled interactively by creating a ﬀ,,     interface
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The result of the minimization by MINUIT is automatically propagated to the value of the parameters of
the p.d.f. The result of the error analysis by HESSE is is stored in the error property of those parameters.
The ﬀ,,     interface can minimize any real-valued function so that is easy to e.g. add a penalty term
to a likelihood to be minimized
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5.2.6 Computational optimization
The base class for the calculation of test statistics like ﬀ,, **    contains several algorithms that op-
timize the performance of the test statistic calculation using generic optimization algorithms. Prior to
each use it detects and pre-calculates all terms that depend exclusively on constant parameters. It caches
integral values and only recalculates them if any of the parameters of the integrand has changed. In gen-
eral multi-dimensional problems are factorized as much as possible to achieve maximum granularity and
optimization performance. This automatic optimization keeps the users code clean, yet yields optimal
performance for every use case. The typical speedup of a likelihood calculated of realistic complex ts
ranges from a factor 3 to a factor 10. Test statistic calculations can be parallelized for use on multi-CPU
and multi-core machines: it sufces to indicate the number of CPUs to be used in the  
   , ﬃ) function
call to activate this feature.
The toy Monte Carlo generator code is optimized is a similar way. Each p.d.f can optionally adver-
tise an internal generator if a generation method exists that is more efcient that accept/reject sampling.
Each generation request to a composite p.d.f will use the most efcient combination of internal and ac-
cept/reject methods available, generation components of summed p.d.f.s and multiplied p.d.f separately.
The generation order of observables for expressions containing conditional p.d.f.s is automatically deter-
mined. If cyclical conditional dependencies are present the entire cyclical expression is generated with
the accept/reject technique.
6 Calculating significances and confidence intervals
The calculation of a signal signicance, a Frequentist condence interval or limits of various types
require complex interactions with both model and data. In many cases these calculations have been
performed with code specically tailored to the analysis in question. A number of smaller and larger
software tools have been made available in the past years, often a cleaned and generalized version of the
code that was once used for a specic physics analysis. Several of these tools are found in the ROOT
distribution, others are published in external repositories. The following is a short survey of available
tools.
ROOT class TRolke calculates the condence intervals for the rate of a Poisson in the presence of
background and an efciency. It makes a fully Frequentist treatment of the uncertainties in the efciency
and and background estimate using the prole likelihood method. The signal is always assumed to be a
Poisson. Seven different models are included with varying choices for background and efciency models
(Poisson, Gaussian, binomial or known). The class only handles the count of signal and background
events, treatment of discriminating variables is not included.
ROOT class TFeldmanCousins calculates the fully Frequentist construction as described by
Feldman and Cousins. It is not capable of treating uncertainties in nuisance parameters and is intended to
be used for cases with no or negligible uncertainties. It only handles the count of signal and background
events, treatment of discriminating variables is not included.
ROOT class TLimit contains an algorithm to compute 95% C.L. limits using the likelihood ratio
semi-Bayesian method. It takes signal, background, data histograms as input. It runs a set of Monte Carlo
experiments to compute the limits. If needed, inputs can be uctuated according to their quoted system-
atic uncertainties. The ROOT class is a rewrite of the original ﬂ!- ﬂ 0   FORTAN software. Class
 *
 ﬂ  does work with discriminating variables. The TLimit code, like the original fortran code does
not take systematics on the shapes of inputs into account. A newer version of that code ﬂ! ﬂ  %	ﬂ
does have that capability
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Standalone C++ tool ﬂ - ﬂ!  %	ﬃﬂ is designed to calculate limits for complex realistic analyses
such as the CDF Standard Model Higgs Boson search in which two disjoint samples single-tagged
and double-tagged are analyzed and in which nuisance parameters affect both in a correlated way.
The ﬂ - ﬂ!  %	ﬃﬂ tool used binned input data, can handle multiple signal and background sources. The
model predictions are sums of template histograms from different sources. Most importantly, each source
of signal and background can have a rate and shape uncertainty from multiple sources of systematic un-
certainty. Shape uncertainties are handle by a template morphing algorithm or by simple linear interpo-
lation within each bin. Uncertain parameters can be t for, in the data and in each pseudo-experiment.
Finite MC statistical errors in each bin are included in the ts and the pseudo experiments. The output
consists of the p values given the data and the model. In addition CLs and CLS-based cross section limits
can be computed as well as Bayesian limits using a at prior in the cross section. The code is available
at [11].
Standalone C++ tool *( --
	  *  comprises a series of tools for Frequentist limit calcula-
tions that implement the LEP-style calculation of signicances in C++. It uses the external Fast Fourier
Transform package FFTW[12] to implement the required convolution calculations. The interface is a
series of command line utilities.  ,		%,- calculates the signicance of a number counting analysis.

,%		,-
$  (	$/ 	$ calculates the signicance including a systematic error on the background expecta-
tion. *   .,, calculates the combined signicance of several search channels or to calculate the
signicance of a search channel with a discriminating variables. Finally *   .,,  (	$/ 	 does that
taking a systematic error associated with each channel into account.
ROOT class TSplot is in a separate category of statistics tools. The sPlot concept [13] provides a
techniques for the analysis of multi-dimensional likelihood models and for the subtraction of background
by exploiting information of the full correlation matrix in event weighting. The details of the sPlot tech-
nique are described in detail in PHYSTAT 2005 proceedings. A basic version of sPlots is implemented
in the ROOT class   -,- .
7 Toward a common framework for statistical tools
Experiments at LEP, Tevatron and the B factories have created tools that combine multiple channels
and included systematic uncertainties. These tools generally implement a specic technique and the
construction of combined results requires signicant manual intervention. The survey of the last section
shows that the interfaces for these tools are very different from each other and that tools generally avoid
dealing with analytical models. Tools either do not deal at all with discriminating variables or represent
them through histograms.
7.1 Desired properties of a common framework for the LHC
For the LHC it would be desirable to have a more versatile, generic solution for statistics tools. In ad-
dition to providing tools for simple calculations, this framework should be able to combine the results
of multiple measurements, be able to incorporate systematic uncertainties and facilitate the technical as-
pects of code sharing. Such a framework should implement all major classes of statistical techniques,
i.e. likelihood based techniques, where all inference is made from likelihood curves; Bayesian tech-
niques, where a prior on parameters is used to compute P(theory|data), and Frequentist techniques which
are restricted to statements on P(data|theory). Within each of these classes there are several ways to
approach the problem and the framework should support each of these types of techniques and provide
some common abstractions. The usefulness of this approach has already been demonstrated: in the
PHYSTAT2005 workshop Kyle Cranmer compared the coverage of several common methods which can
incorporate systematic errors on an identical problem and found signicant discrepancies in signicance
for these methods. It will be benecial for the LHC if tools and methods can be cross calibrated before
they are used for physics publications.
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7.2 Toward common tools - the RooStats project.
An initiative has been started by Rene Brun and Kyle Cranmer to organize a suite of common statistics
tools in ROOT. Essentially all of the three basic classes of statistical methods start with the probability
density function or the likelihood function. Thus building a good model is the hard part as such a model
should be reusable for multiple methods and be able to interface to common tools. Following a survey
of existing software and feedback from the user community it has been proposed to build this tools suite
on top of the RooFit toolkit for data modeling as that already provides solutions for most of the hard
problems. Since RooFit has no static notion of parameters and observables in the core code it is naturally
suitable to work with both Bayesian and Frequentist techniques. The idea of the initiative is to have a
few core developers maintaining the framework and have a mechanism for users and collaborators to
contribute concrete tools.
7.3 Sharing and publishing models
In the spring of 2007 Kyle Cranmer and I have worked out a basic design of the class structure of
RooStats to identify which existing part of RooFit can be used and which parts are missing. The rst
concrete development from this design study is to enhance the RooFit data modeling language with
persistence, i.e. the ability to store any models constructed in memory in a ROOT le. To this end a new
concept has been introduced, the ﬀ,,  ,  
-  , which can contain all components of a RooFit model
denition (p.d.f.s, variables, functions) as well as RooFit datasets.
A ROOT le with a workspace in essence a universal language to describe, store and share models.
Effectively, the ﬀ,, ,   	$  can be the ultimate publication of a physics results, as it allows to share
the actual likelihood function of a measurement in a form that can be read and manipulated by anyone in
ROOT without requiring any experiment- or analysis-specic software. The language of these models is
generic and universal, so that e.g. a theorist should be able to use a likelihood published by an experiment
without the need for any experiment-specic software. Similarly, it will be possible to perform statistical
analysis on combined results given an number of supplied workspaces and just a few lines of code.
A few code examples below illustrate the simplicity of using workspaces. Given a p.d.f  of
arbitrary complexity and a dataset  , we can publish the actual likelihood of our measurement as follows:
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The importing of the likelihood object, as shown above, recursively imports and stores all the necessary
dependent objects: p.d.f.s function, variables and datasets, which can comprise hundreds of objects for
complex realistic models. All these components will remain individually accessible in the workspace. At
this point, any physicists with a working ROOT environment and can analyze and interpret these stored
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The universal introspection functions of RooFit classes like the      -  	ﬃ) method above allow
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On other words, if e.g. an Atlas physicist were given a CMS workspace, these few lines of code are
all that are needed to resurrect the actual CMS likelihood of the analysis in question without the need
for any CMS specic code libraries. Along similar lines a combination analysis can be performed by
opening multiple ROOT les with workspaces previously created by various authors or even various
experiments. Generic RooFit utility classes allow to add likelihoods a posteriori and to perform a joint
statistical analysis. The workspace class is equipped with utility functions that allow to renames variables
and functions on the y to solved naming conicts and mismatches that may arise when combining
workspaces from different sources.
7.4 Development plans for RooStats
The workspace concept, already available in ROOT 5.17, provides in addition to a vehicle for shar-
ing and publishing models, a common interface for new statistics tools to be developed. The next
step in the RooStats project, expected for ROOT release 5.18, is to implement new and to refactor
existing statistics tools to form an initial set tools that interface to the workspace and perform vari-















.,,% and ﬀ,,  , . An important design goal for this
next step is to aim for an easy-to-use interface for these tools, which sometimes require a substantial
amount of input information, and to aim to abstract all common aspects in required inputs in a common
interface to promote similarity and interoperability of these tools.
8 Summary
The software landscape for statistics tools for HEP is evolving rapidly. A decade ago most physicists
were performing analyses in FORTRAN and writing their own (statistical) analysis tools. The enormous
progress object-oriented programming, brought to the analysis environment in HEP by the C++ ROOT
environment has promoted modularity and interoperability and offers unprecedented new possibilities.
While most statistics tools for LEP and Tevatron were experiment specic and written during data taking
it now looks technically feasible for the LHC to have a fully functional set of common statistics tools
and electronic publishing and sharing of results before data taking has started.
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